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ABSTRACT 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the study of the automorphism group of the 
space Qm, n initiated in [14]. Recall that Qm, ,, is the algebraic quotient space 
for the simultaneous conjugation action of PGL,(k) on the affine space 
M,(k)” of m-tuples of n X n matrices. Here and throughout the paper the 
base field k will be assumed to be algebraically closed and of characteristic 0. 
Recall that the affine variety Q”,, n is stratified according to representation 
type. The representation type of a point p E Qm, ,1 is defined as follows. Let 
(x,, . . ., X,,) E M,(k) be an element of the unique closed PGL, orbit which 
projects to p under the quotient map. Then the representation 
@k{+..,u,,,) + M,,(k), 
ui + xi (1) 
of the free algebra F,,, = k{u,, . . . , u,,,] is semisimple; see [I]. We say that p 
has representation type r = (e,, d,; ... ;e,, d,) if 4 is the sum of r irre- 
ducible representations $i of dimension di and multiplicity ei. The set of all 
points of representation type r will be denoted by Q,,,,,,(T). The group of 
algebraic representation-type-preserving automorphisms of Q,,,, ,~ will be de- 
noted by A&Q,,,, ,,>. 
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In [14] we proved the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume m > n + 1. Then 
(a) [14, Theorem 1.21 Aut(Qfn,,)> acts transitively on Q,,_(T) for any 
representation type r. 
(b) [14, Theorem 1.31 Auf(Qm, .> acts s-transitively on Qm, ,,(l, n) for any 
positive integer s. 
The automorphisms of Q_ n which appear in the proof of Theorem 1.1 
are all induced by automorphisms of the free polynomial algebra F,, = 
klu,, . . . > u,,}. In this paper we study the broader class of automorphisms of 
Q n,, 11 induced by k-algebra automorphisms of the trace ring T,,, ,,. For 
generalities on such automorphisms see Section 3. These new automorphisms 
allows us to strengthen Theorem 1.1 as follows. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume m > n + 1. Then for any positive integer s the 
group Au~~Q,,,) t ac s s-transitively on the stratified space Q,,,, ,,. In other 
words, suppose ( p,, . . . , p,>> and (ql, . . . , q,S) are two s-tuples of distinct 
points in Qn,, ,* such that r( pi) = T(qi) for i = 1,. . . , s. Then there exists a 
g E Au~(Q~,,,~) such that g(p,) = qi for i = 1,. . . , s. 
We give a proof of this theorem in Section 5. The condition m >, ‘n + 1 is 
necessary in the case n = 1, since every automorphism of Q1, i = k’ is of the 
form x -+ ax + b. We do not know whether or not the theorem holds for 
m < n when n > 2. We also note that for some choices of (p,}, {qJ the 
element g in the statement of Theorem 1.2 cannot be induced by an 
automorphism of the polynomial algebra F,,; see Remark 3.4. 
As we mentioned above, an automorphism of F,,, induces an automor- 
phism of T,,, n which in turn induces a representation type preserving 
automorphism of Qm, ,,; see Section 3 for details. In Sections 6 and 7 we 
study the resulting diagram of group homomorphisms 
Aut( F,,, > + Aut( T, , n 1 + Aut( Qm, n > . 
The main result of these sections is that the second map is not surjective. In 
other words, 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose n > 3 and m > 2. Then there exists a g E 
A&Q,,,,,) h h w ic is not induced by an automor)7hism of the trace ring T,,,, “,. 
The automorphism g in the theorem is, in fact, of a very simple form; see 
Proposition 7.2. The key part of our proof of Theorem 1.3 is the criterion for 
g E Aut(T,, .) to be trivial given by Corollary 6.2. This criterion is closely 
related to a theorem of Guralnick and Montgomery [5]. In Section 6 we 
present a proof of this theorem based on our criterion. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
The Trace Ring T,,, 
Let xi;’ be mn2 independent commuting variables. Here i, j = 1,. . . , n 
and 1 = l,..., m. The ring of generic matrices G,,,, ,l is the k-subalgebra of 
the matrix algebra 
(x;;‘), . . . ) 
M,(k[ xii)]) generated by the m elements X, = 
X,,, = <xi;“‘>. The t&e ring T,,,, ,~ is defined as the subalgebra of 
M,,(k[ x1;‘]> generated by elements of G,,,, ,1 and the coefficients of their 
characteristic polynomials. The latter are viewed as scalar matrices in 
M (k[ x!!‘]). In fact , since our base field k is assumed to be of characteristic 
O,“New&n’s formulas say that T,,, n is generated by elements of G,,, n and 
their traces. Denote the subalgebia of scalar elements of T,,, ,I by C,,,: 71, i.e. 
In other words, C,,,, ,, is the k-algebra generated by elements of the form tr 2 
for Z E G,,, ,l. 
Note &at the natural (Z+)“‘-grading of G,,,, ,I by the multidegree in 
(Xl,..., X,,,) extends to a (Z+)““-grading of T,,,, 71. We shall denote the degree 
of an element Z E T,,, n with respect to Xi by deg, Z and the total degree of 
Z by deg Z. 
The Universal Property of T,,, 
As a direct consequence of the above definition, the trace ring T,,,,,, has 
the following universal property. 
PHOPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a commutative k-algebra, N be a subalgebra 
of the matrix algebra M,,(R) such that tr N C N, and a,, . . . , a,,, E N. Then 
there exists a unique k-algebra homomorphism h : T,,,, n + N such that h 0 tr 
=tr~hnndh(X,)=a,~~rl=l,..., m. 
Indeed, we obtain h by specializing each xi;’ to the (i, j) entry of al. 
We remark that one can prove a similar statement about any algebra N 
with trace by using the embedding theorem of Procesi [12]; see [14, Lemma 
2.81. However, in the sequel we will only appeal to the elementary version of 
this result stated above. As a corollary we obtain the following fact. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The natural embedding G,,,- I, ,, 9 G ,,,, , which take.s X, 
to X, for 1 = 1, . . . , m - 1 extends to an embedding T,,, _ ,, ,, 3 T ,,,, ,,. 
Proof. Applying Proposition 2.1 to the m - l-tuple X,, . . . , X,,, ~, E 
T 111, 11 ) we obtain a homomorphism h : T,,,_ ,, 7, + T,,, ,,. To see that h is 
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injective, we apply Proposition 2.1 once again. It says that there is a 
homomorphism g : T,,,, n + T,,,_ 1, 71 such that g( X,) = X, for I = 1, . . . , m - 
1 and g( X,,,) = 0. Then g 0 h(X,) = X,. Moreover, g 0 h : T,,,_ 1, n + T,,, ,, ,, 
commutes with the trace function. Hence, g 0 h is the identity map on 
T ,,I - I 11 . In particular, h is injective. n 
REMARK 2.3. In the sequel we shall identify T,,_ 1, n with its image in 
T ,,,.I,. 
Properties of T,,, , n and C,, n 
We shall make use of the following properties of T,,,, n and C,,,, ,L. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Any nonzero element Z E T,_ is nonsingular, i.e., 
det Z # 0. In particular, T ,,,, , is a domain. 
This is a consequence of the fact that G,,,, n is a domain and T,,,, , embeds 
in its total field of fractions, which is a division algebra. See [2, Section 12.61 
for details. 
PROPOSITION 2.5 (Procesi [ill). C,,, II is the center of T,,,, ,. 
PROPOSITION 2.6 (Sibirskii [16], Procesi [ll]). C,,, )I is the ring of invari- 
ants for the conjugation action of PGL.(k) on M,,(k)“‘. In other wordy, C,,,, ,, 
is the coor&nate ring of the affine variety Q,,,, ,I. 
PHOPOSITION 2.7 (Shirshov [15, Section 4.21). T,,,, )1 is finitely generated 
as C,,, .-module. 
We refer the reader to [4], [6], and [13] for a more detailed account of the 
properties of the trace ring. 
Automorphisms of T+,,” Commute with tr 
In the sequel the characteristic polynomial of a matrix M will be denoted 
bY 
n-l 
char,(t) = t” + C (-l)‘c,( M)t71Pi. 
i=O 
The group of k-algebra automorphisms of T,,,, n will be denoted by Aut(T,,,, ,,> 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let f be a k-algebra automorphism of T,,,, ,. Then for 
any Z E T,,, ,, and any i = O,l, . . . . n - 1 we have c,(f(Z)> = f(c,(Z)). In 
particular, &f(Z) = f(trZ> and det f(Z) = f(det Z>. 
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Proof. By the Cayley-Hamilton identity an element 2 E T satisfies two 
monk polynomials of degree 11: 
char,(t) = t” + c ( -l)ici(Z)trL-‘, 
i = 0 
n - 1 
f-’ charf(,,(t) = t” + & ( -l)if~‘[~i(f(Z))]t~‘-i. 
If Z has distinct eigenvalues, then these polynomials must coincide. That is, 
c,(Z) = &(f(Z)), as desired. Now let Z be an arbitrary element of T,,,:,,. 
Note that X, has distinct eigenvalues, and hence so does Z,s = Z + sX, for 
all but finitely many s E k. Then c,(Z,) =~-‘(ci(~(Zs))) holds for all but 
finitely many s E lc; hence, it holds for all .s E k, and in particular, for s = 0. 
n 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let f he a k-algebra automorphism of T,,,, ,. Then f is 
tri&zZ if and only qf( Xi) = Xi f;)r i = 1, . . . , m. 
Proof. Suppose f(X,> = Xi for i = 1,. . . , m. Then f(Z) = Z for every 
Z E GO, n. By Proposition 2.8 f(c,(Z)) = c,(f(Z>> = c,(Z) for every Z E 
G 111. ?1 and every i = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1. Since T,,,,,, is generated by elements of 
the form Z and c,(Z) as Z ranges over G,,,,,,, the automorphism f is trivial 
on all of T,,, n. n 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let A be the collection of all m-tuples I’,, . . . , I’,,, E 
T ,,1, II which generute T,,,, , as a k-algebra with truce. Then the correspondence 
is a byection. 
Proof. Injectivity follows from Corollary 2.9. To prove surjectivity sup- 
pose Y,,..., Y,,, generate T,,,, n as an algebra with trace. Then by Proposition 
2.1 there exists an endomorphism f : T,,,, II + T,,,, ,1 which takes X,, . . . , X,, 
to Y,,..., Y,, respectively. Since f commutes with tr, it is surjective. It 
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remains to show that f is also injective. Assume the contrary. Then 
(0) C Kerfc Kerf” C --* 
is a strictly increasing sequence of C,, .-submodules of T,,,, n contradicting 
Proposition 2.7. n 
Representations 
Let M be a k-algebra. A representation (an irreducible representation) 
of F, in M is a k-algebra homomorphism (a surjective k-algebra homomor- 
phism) 
p:F,+M. 
Two representations p1 : F,,, + M, and pz : F,, + M, are said to be 
equivalent if there exists an isomorphism f : M, + M, such that pz =_f 0 pl. 
We write p1 = p2. 
A representation 4 is called semisimple if its image is a finite-dimen- 
sional semisimple k-algebra, i.e. a finite direct sum of matrix algebras over k. 
A semisimple representation can thus be viewed as a direct sum of irre- 
ducible representations in matrix algebras over k. Grouping the equivalent 
ones together, we write 
where $i : F, --f M,(k) is irreducible for i = 1, . . . , r and $i * +j for i # j. 
As we mentioned in’ the introduction, every point p E Qm, n is represented 
by an m-tuple of n X n matrices (X,, . . . , X,) such that the representation 
p:F,,, *M,(k), 
for I = l,..., m is semisimple. Up to equivalence p is unique; we shall refer 
to it as the semisimple representation associated to p. Suppose 
where pi : F, + M,(k) is irreducible for i = 1,. . . , r and pi * 4 for i + j. 
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Then we define the representation type of p (or p) to be the unordered 
r-tuple of pairs (ej, L1J) and write 
T(P) = (e,,d,;.-.;e,,d,). 
Note that CL=, eidi = n. 
If the semisimple representation associated to p is as in (21, then we 
define the reduced semisimple representation 
4 : F,,, - M, x . . . x M,, r 
associated to p by 4 = p, @ ... @ p,. 
PROPOSITION 2.11 [l, Theorem 9.2; 14, Lemma 2.41. For i = 1, . . . , r let 
4, he representation of F,,, in a matrix algebra over k. Then p = p1 CD ... CTS p, 
is irreducible if nnd only if p,, . . . , p, are irreducible nnd pair-wise inequiva- 
lent. 
In particular, the reduced semisimple representation associated to p E 
Q,,l. II ‘ 1 ’ y is d wd s irre uci d b’bl e. 
3. WELL-BEHAVED s-TUPLES 
The automorphisms of Q,,,, ,I which will be used in our proof of Theorem 
I.2 will all be induced from automorphisms of T,,,, II in the following simple 
way. Let f be a k-algebra automorphism f of T,,,, n. Since C,,, n is the center 
of T,,, ,1 (Proposition 2.51, f induces an automorphism of C,,,, ,~. We denote 
the dual automorphism of Q,,,, ,, = Spec C,,, I, by f * ; see Proposition 2.6. 
It is easy to see that f* can also be described as follows. Consider the 
automorphism f * of k”‘” = Mll(k)“’ (as an affine variety) given by 
A = (A,>...> A,,,) --j (f(X,>(A),...,f(X,,,)(A)). 
This automorphism commutes with the conjugation action of PGL, on 
M,,(k)‘“. Hence, it descends to an automorphism f. of the quotient variety 
Q ,,~, ,,; see [lo, Theorem 1.1; 14, Lemma 2.21. 
We claim that f.+ = fo. Indeed, suppose p E Q,,&, I, is represented by 
(A,,..., A,,,) E M,,(k)“‘. It is enough to check that f(c)< p) = c(fo( p)) for 
every c in C,,, ,, . Both sides are k-algebra homomorphisms C,,,, ,~ + k. Thus 
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we may assume without loss of generality that c = tr(Xj, ... XiN) for some 
1 < i,, . . . , i, < m. Then by Proposition 2.8 
f(c)( p> = trf( X,, ... xi,>< P> = trf*( Ai, .a- A,,) = c(fo( p)), 
as desired. 
Let u be an automorphism of the free algebra F,,, = k{u,, . . . , u,,,}. For 
j = l,..., m let 5 be the image of a(~,> in T,,, n under the map F,,, + T,,, n 
which takes ui to X,. Then the k-algebra generated by Y,, . . . , Y,,, contains 
Xl,..., X,,,. Hence, Y,, . . . , Y, generate T,,, n as an algebra with trace. By 
Proposition 2.10 there is a unique k-algebra automorphism of T,,,, n which 
takes Xi to Y, for i = l,..., m. We denote this automorphism by CT’. Note 
that by our description off * above, crk is exactly the automorphism of Q,,,, n 
which we denoted by u.+ in [14]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f be a k-algebra automovhism of T,,,.. Then f* is a 
representation-type-preserving automorphism of Q,,,, n. 
Proof. The argument of the proof of [14, Proposition 4.11 goes through 
unchanged in this case. We briefly recall it here. Let p be a point of Q,,,, n 
represented by a semisimple m-tuple of matrices A = (A,, . . . , A,,,). Then 
by the definition of partial order on the representation types we have 
r(A) > T(f*(A)), i.e. r(p) > T<f*< p)). Applying the same argument to 
f- ‘, we obtain equality. n 
We thus have a sequence of group homomorphisms 
Aut(F,n) + WL,.) - Aut(Q,,,,.) 
where the first map is given by o + (T’ and the second map is given by 
f -f *. We shall return this sequence in Section 7. 
We now turn our attention to Theorem 1.2. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We call an s-tuple p,, . . . , p, E Q,71, n well behaved if 
no two of the associated semisimple representations pr, . . . , P,~ : F,,, + M,(k) 
have an isomorphic irreducible component. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The assertion of Theorem 1.2 holds if (p,, . . . , ps> 
and (ql,. . . , qJ are well-behaved s-tuples. Moreover, in this case there is a 
(T E Aut(F,,,) such that u;( pi) = qi for i = 1,. . . , s. 
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Proof. Let pi, pi : F, + M,(k) be the semisimple representations asso- 
ciated to pi and 9i respectively. Denote the representation type of pi by 
T = (eii, d,i; . . . ; girt, dj,J by our assumption T is also the representation 
type of 9i. Write 
where pij, pij : F,,, + Md2i(k) 
Pil> Pij * Pi1 for j # 1. 
are irreducible representations and pij * 
BY our assumption the representations pij are pairwise inequivalent and 
the representations pij are pairwise inequivalent. Hence, the representations 
P = @ Pij and 
i,j 
/.L = @ pij : F,,, + @ Md,,( k) 
y i,j 
have the same representation type; namely (1, d,,; ... 1, d,,,). By Proposition 
2.11 p and p are irreducible. Since each dij < n < m + 1, we can appeal to 
[14, Theorem 4.41, which says that pij 0 CT = pij for some cr E Aut( F,). 
Therefore, pi 0 (T = p, and hence (T;( pi) = 9i for i = 1,. . . , s. n 
REMAHK 3.4. Note that the condition that the s-tuples ( p,, . . . , ps) and 
(91,. . .19J are well behaved is essential here. Indeed, for any CT E Aut( F,,), 
the s-tuple ((T* pi, . . . , CT* ps) is well behaved if and only if ( p,, . . . , pp) is 
well behaved. This follows from the fact that representations p, /..L : F,, + M 
are equivalent if and only if p 0 cr and /.L 0 (T are equivalent. In particular, an 
element of Aut(Qnl, .> of the form (T; cannot carry a well-behaved s-tuple 
into one which is not well behaved. As we shall see in Section 5, we can get 
around this difficulty by considering elements of Aut(Q,,,, ,,) of the form f* 
for f E Aut(T,,,, .I. 
4. TAME AUTOMORPHISMS 
In this section we discuss some properties of the group TAut(T,,,“) 
of tame automorphisms of T,,, ,~. We shall view TAut(T,, ,,> as an infinite- 
dimensional algebraic group as defined by Shafarevich ‘in [17]. We will 
show that this group is covered by an ascending collection {G,} of irreducible 
finite-dimensional varieties. For this reason, TAut(T,, ,,) behaves in some 
instances as an irreducible linear algebraic group. The results of this section 
will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 5. 
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Let cr be an automorphism of the free polynomial algebra F,,, = 
G-J,, . . . , urn}. Recall that (T is linear if it is given by 
g(“i) = C aijuj> 
j=l 
where atj E k and the matrix (aij) is nonsingular. The automorphism u is 
lower triangular if for every i = 1, . . . , m there exists a polynomial P, in 
i - 1 variables such that a(~,> = u, + P,(u,, . . . , uipl). 
Similarly, an automorphism f of T,,,, n is linear if 
ftxi> = C 'ijXj 
j=l 
where uij E k and the matrix (uij> is nonsingular. An automorphism of T,,, n 
is lower triangular if it is of the form 
x, + Y, + x,, 
(4) 
where Y, is an element of T, n. Here we view T, n as a subring of T,,, ,, for 
i = l,..., m - 1; see Remark 2.3. 
An automorphism of F,, [or T,,,. ,, ] is called tame if it can be written as a 
composition of linear and lower triangular automorphisms. Tame automor- 
phisms form a subgroup of Aut( F,) [Aut(T,,, .)I, which is denoted by TAut( F,,) 
[TAut(T,,,, ,,>I. Conjecturally TAut( F,,,) = Aut( F,,) and TAut(T,,, .) = 
AutK,, II ). 
As a direct consequence of our definitions we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let u be a tame automorphism of F,,. Then u’ is a tame 
automorphism of T,,,> n. 
Let G(d) = {h,g, ... hdgd], where each hj is linear and each gi is 
lower triangular of degree < d. Here by the degree of an automorphism f of 
T we mean the maximum of the total degrees of g(X,> as 1 = 1,. . . , m; 
sGnSection 2. Clearly TAut(T,, .) = IJ d ~ ,G,. 
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Note that an element of Gd is of degree at most d”. In other words, if 
z,,...,z, is a basis of the k-vector space of elements of T,, n of degree < d”, 
then 
f( Xi) = f cijzj (5) 
j= 1 
for some cij E k. The scalars cij can be thought of as the coordinates of f. 
Since an element f E G, is uniquely determined by its mN coordinates cij, 
we can think of G, as a subset of the affine space k”‘“. 
LEMMA 4.2. Gd is an irreducible constructible subset of k”‘N. 
Proof. Let L, be the set of lower triangular automorphisms of T,,,. of 
degree < d. Since each Yi in (4) ranges over the finite-dimensional k-vector 
space of elements of Ti ,, of degree < d, L, is isomorphic to an affine space. 
Thus we have a regular surjective map 
P+,,(k) x LJ + Gd 
givenby(hl,g,,...,hn,g~)~h,g, ... h,g,. Its image is constructible by 
Chevalley’s theorem. Since GL,,(k) X L, is irreducible, so is Gd. n 
LEMMA 4.3. Let p, q E Qm, n, and let W be the set of all f E G, such 
that (f* P, f* q) is well behaved. Then W is Zatiski-open in G,,. 
Proof. Suppose the semisimple representations associated to p and q 
are 
where pi, pi : F, + M,(k) are irreducible. 
Let f E Gd be as in (5). Then the semisimple representations associated 
to f * p and f * q are of the form 
p(c) = pl(c)“’ e ... e p,(c)“’ and p(c) = /Jo” @ .** @ P,(C)~“, 
where p,(c), pi(c) are representations of F,,, in M,,(k) which depend on 
c = (Cij). 
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Fixing p and 9 and letting f vary over G,, we see that for every P E F,,, 
the entries of p,(c)(P) and pi(c)(P) are polynomials in cij. Moreover, for 
f E Gd the representation type off* p is the same as the representation type 
of p; see Lemma 3.1. Hence, the representations p,(c): F,,, + M,(k) are 
irreducible. Similarly each pi(c) is irreducible. 
Therefore, (f* p, f*9) 1s not well behaved iff for some 1 < (Y < r and 
1 < /3 < s the representations p,(c) and ps(c) are equivalent. Since they 
are irreducible, this happens if and only if 
trk(c)(P) = trk+3(C)(P) 
for every P E F,. 
These are polynomial conditions on cij. They cut out a closed subset of 
Gd for every CY and P. The set W is the complement of the union of these 
closed sets taken over all pairs ((Y, P> with CY = I, . . . , r and P = 1, . . . , s. 
Therefore, W is Zariski-open in Go. n 
Recall that a representation p of F,, is saturated if its restriction to 
F m_ 1 = k{u,, . . . , u, 1} is irreducible. A point p E Qm, n is saturated if its 
reduced semisimple representation is saturated. In other words, p is satu- 
rated if its associated semisimple representation p has the property that 
p(F,_ r) = p(F,,). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let p E Qn, n. Then the set 
{f E G, : f * p is saturated} 
is Zatiski-open in G,,. 
Proof. Denote the semisimple representations associated to p by 
where pi : F,, + M,(k) are inequivalent irreducible representations. 
Let f E G, be as in (5). As we saw in the proof of the previous lemma, 
the semisimple representation associated to f* p is of the form 
p(c) = Pi(C),’ @ *** @ p,(fy. 
Here the representations p,(c), . . . , p,(c) are inequivalent and irreducible, 
and the entries of the matrix p,(c)( P> are polynomials in cij for every 
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P E F,,, and every i = 1,. . . , m. Thus f* p is saturated whenever 
PI(C) @ ... @ P,(C)(%)>...> P,(C) @ *.. @ P,(C)(Il,,,-1) 
generate MCII CI9 ... @ M, r as a k-algebra. This is an open condition on ci,. n 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. In view of 
Proposition 3.3, we only need to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume m 2 n + 1. Then for any s-tuple (p,, . . . , ps> 
of distinct points of Q,,,, ,, there exists n g E Aut(Q,,,, ,,) .such that the s-tuple 
(6?p,, . . . ) d is well behaved. Moreover, we can take g = f* for some 
f E TAut(T,,,, .). 
To see how Theorem 1.2 follows from Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 
5.1, let (pi,. . . , p,J and (qi,. . . , 4) be as in the statement of Theorem 1.2. 
By Proposition 5.1 we can find g and g E Aut(Q,,,, ,,) such that the s-tuples 
(go,, . . . , gp5> and (&,, . . . , c~qs> are both well behaved. Hence, by Proposi- 
tion 3.3 there exists an h E A&Q ,,,, ,,> such that hgp, = g9i for i = 1,. . . , s. 
In other words, g-’ hg takes pi to qi for each i, as desired. 
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
REDUCTION 1. We may assume without loss of generality that s = 2. 
Proc$ Suppose for each i # j there exists an fi, E TAut(T,,,, ,,) such that 
<f * pi, f * pj) is well behaved. Since 
TAut(T,,,, n) = U G, > 
we can find a single d such that G,, contains every fij. For this CE let W be 
the set of all f E G,, such that (f * p, , . . . , f* p&) is well behaved, and let \Vij 
be the set of all f E G,, such that (f * pi, f * P,~) is well behaved. Note that 
w= n wij; 
1 <i<jcs 
see Definition 3.2. Each Wii is nonempty by our choice of cl and is open in 
Gd by Lemma 4.3. Since Gi is irreducible (Lemma 4.2), this implies that W 
is nonempty. n 
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From now on we shall assume that s = 2 and denote p, and p, by p and 
q respectively. 
REDUCTION 2. We muy assume without loss oj- generality that p and q 
are saturated. 
Proof. It is enough to show that there exists an f E TAut(T,,,, ,,) such 
that f* p and f.+ q are saturated; we can then replace ( p, q) by cf.+ p, f * q). 
In fact, we only need to show that there exists an f E TAut(T,,,, .) such 
that f .+ p is saturated. Indeed, let W7, be the set of all f such that f.+ p is 
saturated, and let WC, be the set of all f such that f .+ q is saturated. We want 
to show that W?, n WC, # 0. Indeed, if Wr, # 0 and WC, # 0, then for Ct 
sufficiently large Wp n Gd # 0 and WC/ n G,, # 0. By Lemma 4.4 both 
Wrl n G, and \VCJ n G,! are Zariski-open in G,. Since G, is irreducible 
(Lemma 4.21, their intersection is nonempty. Hence, Wp n WC, # 0, as 
desired. 
Now let 4 be the reduced semisimple representation associated to p. By 
[I4, 8.1, 8.3 and 3.41 there exists a tame automorphism v of F,,, such that 
4 0 u is saturated. This means that ((T’).+ p is saturated. n 
Note that the last argument makes use of the assumption m > n + 1. 
From now on we shall assume that p and q are saturated. Let the semi- 
simple representations associated to p and q be 
respectively. Here pi, pi : I?,, -+ &f,(k) are irreducible representations; pi * j 
pj, pi * pj for i # j. 
Our further arguments rely on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let *, Y E O,,,, n. Denote their as,sociated semisimple repre- 
sentations by 
Assume that there is a polynomial P(u,, . . . , u,, _ , > E F,,, _ 1 .such that 
tr4(P) # trv(P). 
Then there exists a tame automorphism f of T,,,, n .such that (f * p, f * q) is 
well behaved. 
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Proof. Consider the lower triangular automorphism f of T,,,, n given by 
x, - x, > 
X,,, + tr P( Xl,. . . , X,,- ,> + cx,,, . 
We claim that <f* p, f* 4) 1s well behaved for all but finitely many values of 
0 # c E k. Denote the semisimple representation associated to f.+ p and 
f*Y bY 
Note the +i(c>(uj) = &(uj) and v,(c)(u~> = vi(uj) for every j = 1 ...) 
m - 1, but 
c(c)(u,,,) = tr4P)Zdt + c5(ur,,), 
where I, is the cl, X cl, identity matrix. 
Choose i = 1,. . . , r and j = 1,. . . , s. It is enough to show that +i(c> it: 
v,(c) for all but finitely many c. This follows from the fact that 
tr d+(c>(fA,,,) = tr ydC)(fL,,,) (6) 
for at most finitely many c. Indeed, both sides of (6) are polynomials in c. 
These polynomials are not identical, since equality does not hold when c = 0. 
n 
REDUCTION 3. We may assume without loss of generality that the 
restrictions of p and p to F,,_ 1 = k(u,, . . . , u,,, _ ,} coincide. 
Proof. Recall that p and II. are defined up to conjugation in M,(k). 
Denote the restrictions of p and Z.L to F,,,_ 1 by /? and @ respectively. Since p 
and 4 are saturated, these representations are semisimple. If fi = giigi for 
some g E GL,,(k), then we are done after replacing E_C by g pg i. 
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We will now prove Proposition 5.1 under the assumption that no such g 
exists. Since 6 and h are semisimple, there is a polynomial P(u,, . . . , u,_ 1) 
such that 
trp(P) # trp(P). 
The result now follows from Lemma 5.2. n 
We are now ready to finish the proof of Proposition 5.1. Since p and 9 
are distinct points of Q,,,, n and we are assuming that p and p coincide on 
we must have p(u > z p.(u 1. Since p and p are saturated, p(u 1 
?d ‘;L(u ) lie in the semkmple szalgebra o(F > = &F _ > of M (6. 
Since the” trace form on this subalgebra is nonzeienerate, ?h&e exist: an 
element A(u,, . . . , u,,_ 1) such that 
trp(u,A) Z trp(u,A). (7) 
Let cr be a lower triangular automorphism of T,,,, n given by 
urn + A(ul,...,u,,,-1) + a,. 
Note that 
trpoa(uk) # trpocra(uE,). (8) 
Indeed, both sides of (8) are quadratic polynomials in c. The left-hand side is 
equal to 
trp(A’) + 2ctrp( u,A) + c2 trp(uk), 
and the right-hand side is 
trp( A’) + 2ctrp( u,, A) + c2 tr ~.~(ui,). 
By (7) these quadratic polynomials have unequal linear terms. Hence, the 
inequality (8) h o s Id f or all but finitely many c, as claimed. We fix one such 
c f 0. 
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We are now ready to apply Lemma 5.2. Our polynomial P(u,, . . . , u,_ 1> 
will be uf. In view of (8), all we need to do now is permute the variables u1 
and u,. More precisely, let 6 be the linear automorphism of F,, given by 
6(u,) = u,, 6&J = u1, and 6(ui) = ui for i = 2,..., m - 1. Let x = 
(a’), o(S’>, p and y = (a’), o(S’1.q. The associated semisimple repre- 
sentations of these points are 4 = p 0 u 0 6 and v = p 0 (T 0 6 respectively. 
We can now rewrite (8) as 
t’+(P) # trv(P). 
By Lemma 5.2 there exists a tame automorphism f of T,,, ,I such that 
<f*x, f.+ y> is well behaved. In other words, (f* ~(a’), o(S’>,p, 
f* o(a’)* “(6’)*9) IS well behaved. This complete the proof of Proposition 
5.1. 
6. A TRIVIALITY CRITERION AND THE 
GURALNICK-MONTGOMERY THEOREM 
In this section we prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Suppose that Z E T,,,, II has the same determinant as 
Xi for some i = 1,. . . , m. 
(a) Let n > 3. Then Z = LX,. 
(b) Let n = 2. Then Z = 5X, or Z = l(tr Xi - Xi). 
Here 5 E k is an n th root of unity. 
As an immediate corollary of part (a) we obtain the following necessary 
and sufficient condition for f E Aut(T,,,, .) to be trivial. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Suppose f is u k-ulgebra homomorphism of T,,,, ,, where 
n > 3. Then f = id if and only iffor every i = 1,. . . , m the elementf( Xi) has 
the same trace and the same determinant as Xi. 
Proof. Let Zi = f(X,>. By Proposition 6.1(a) det Zi = det Xi implies 
Zi = [Xi. Since tr Zi = tr Xi, we must have 6 = 1. In other words, Zj = 
f(X,> = Xi for every i = 1,. . . , m. By Corollary 2.9 this is only possible if 
f = id. n 
In the course of proving Proposition 6.1 we shall repeatedly appeal to the 
following elementary lemma. 
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LEMMA 6.3. Let R be a commutative k-algebra, and let 
A(s) = A&’ + A,,_ &I- ’ + ... +A, 
and 
B(s) = B,s” + B,_,P + *** +tB,, 
for some A,, . . . , A,,, B,,, . . . , B,, E M,(R). Suppose det A(s) = det B(s) _j?r 
eve9 s E k. Then det A, = det B,. 
Proof. Note that det A(s) = sJ” det A, + O(sJ”- ‘) and det B(s) = 
sir1 det B, + O(& ‘1. S’ mce the base field k is infinite, this implies det A,, 
= det B,. W 
We now recall that the trace ring T,,,, ,1 is multigraded by the degree in 
X,,..., X,,,; see Section 2. In particular, a monomial 2 = Xl1 ... X,:; is 
homogeneous of multidegree (i, , . . . , i,,,), and so is tr Z. The degree of an 
element W E T,,, n with respect to Xi will be denoted by degi(W ). 
We now proceed with the proof of Proposition 6.1. We may assume 
without loss of generality that i = 1. 
LEMMA 6.4. Suppose det Z = det X,. Then deg,(Z) = 0 for i = 
2 >...I m, i.e., Z is independent of X,, . . . , X ,,,. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, say deg,(Z) = d > 1. Write Z = Z, + 
Z&i + ... +Z,, where Z, is a homogeneous element of degree i with 
respect to X, and Z, # 0. Let C = CC,, . . . , C,,,) be an m-tuple of matrices 
from M,(k). Let 
A(s) = Z(C,,sC,,C,,...,C,,) 
= d’Z,( C) + d- ‘z,_ ,( C) + ... fZ,( C). 
Applying Lemma 6.2 to A(s) and B(s) = C,, we see that det Z,,(C) = 0. 
Since the last equality holds for every m-tuple C of matrices from M,,(k), we 
have det Z, = 0. By Proposition 2.4, this implies Z, = 0, contradicting our 
assumption. n 
LEMMA 6.5. Suppose det Z = det X,. Then deg,(Z) < 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.4 we may assume deg,(Z> = 0 for i = 2,. . . , m, 
i.e., Z is independent of X,, . . . , X,,,. Let deg,(ZI = d, i.e., Z = Z, + Z,-, 
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+ . . . + Z, + Z,,, where Zi is a homogeneous element of degree i, Z, # 0, 
and rl = deg,(Z). Substituting sA for X,, we see that sA has the same 
determinant as 
Z( “A) = s”Z,,( A) + s”- 'Z,_ ,( A) + ... +Z,,( A). 
We want to show cl < 1. Assume the contrary. Then Lemma 6.2 with 
Ai = Zi( A), B, = A, and B, = ... = B, = 0 says that det Z,(A) = 0. 
Moreover, this is true for every A, i.e., det Z, = 0. By Proposition 2.4, 
Z, = 0, a contradiction. n 
We have therefore established that Z = (Y tr X, + PX, + y for some cy, 
p, and y E k. Substituting the zero matrix for Xi, we obtain y” = det 0 = 0, 
i.e. y = 0. Thus Z = cr tr X, + PX,. Substituting the diagonal matrix 
diadh,,..., A,,) for X,, we obtain a diagonal matrix 
diag(cuS + PAI,..., (YS + @A,,) 
whose determinant equals det X,. Here A,, . . . , A,, are independent commut- 
ing variables and S = A, + .*. +A,,. In other words, 
aS + @Ai) = fib,. 
i=l 
By unique factorization in k[ A,, . . . , A,,] there are scalars a,, . . . , CZ,~ E k and 
a permutation (T E S,, such that aS + pAi = n,AVCi) for every i = 1,. . . , n. 
We can now finish the proof of Proposition 6.1. 
(a) n 2 3: The equality aS = - pAi + n,AVCr) is impossible unless CY = 0; 
just set A, = A,,,, = 0 to get a contradiction. On the other hand, a! = 0 
implies Z = /3X, _ Taking the determinant, we see that P ” = 1. 
(b) n = 2: In this case there are only two possibilities for the permutation 
CT: either CT = id or (T = (1,2). 
Suppose (T = id. Taking i = 1, we obtain c-rh, + (YAP = -PA, + a,A, 
and thus Q = 0, i.e. Z = PX,. Taking the determinant, we obtain p’ = 1. 
On the other hand, if u = (1,2>, then (YA, + oh, = -/3A, + n, A, and 
thus (Y = -/3. Hence, Z = cu(tr Xi - X,>. Taking the determinant, we ob- 
tain a” = 1, and the proof is complete. 
We now derive the following theorem of Guralnick and Montgomery 
from Proposition 6.1. (An analogous theorem for G,,, ,, was proved by 
Montgomery in [9]; see also Lvov and Kharchenko [8] ‘and Le Bruyn [7, 
Theorem 131.) 
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COROLLARY 6.6 (Guralnick and Montgomery [5]>. Let f be a k-algebra 
automorphism of the trace ring T,,,, n. Suppose f(c) = c for every c of C,, n. 
Then 
(a> f is a trivial automorphism of T,,, n if n > 3 or m > 3; 
(b) f is either trivial or is given by f( Xi) = tr Xi - Xi (i = 1,2) if 
n=m=2. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.8 
det f ( 2) = det Z and trf(Z) = trZ (9) 
for every Z E T,,, “. 
(a): If n > 3, ‘(9) implies f = id by Corollary 6.2. 
(b): If n = 2, then Proposition 6.1(b) implies f( Xi> = Xi or tr Xi - Xi 
for each i = 1,. . . , m. We claim that if the first possibility occurs for one i, 
then it has to occur for all other i. Indeed, suppose f< X, > = X, but 
f<Xz> = tr X, - X,. Then 
trXIX2 =f(trX,X,) = tr[f(X1)f(X2)] = trX, trX, - trX,X,. 
Substituting the elementary matrices en for X, and ez2 for X,, we obtain 
0 = 1, a contradiction. 
If f(X,> = Xi for some i = l,..., m, then f<X,> = Xi for every i, and f 
is trivial by Corollary 2.9. The only other possibility is f<X,> = tr Xi - Xi for 
every i = 1,. . . , m. However, if such an automorphism existed for m > 3, 
then we would have 
tr X,X,X, = trf( X,X,X,) = tr [(tr X, - Xl)(tr X, - Xz)(tr X, - X,)]. 
Substituting the elementary matrices e12 for X,, ezl for X,, and e,, for X,, 
we obtain 1 = 0, a contradiction. n 
7. INDUCED AUTOMORPHISMS 
We now return to the group homomorphisms 
Aut(F,,) + Aut(L,.) -+ A4???L,.) (IO) 
defined in Section 3. Recall that the first map is given by (T + (T’ and the 
second map is given by f + f * . 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let m, n 2 2. In the diagram (lo), 
(a) the second map is injective iff (m, n) + C&2), 
(b) the first map is not surjective, and 
(c) the first map is injective iff m = 2. 
Proof. (a) is a direct consequence of the Guralnick-Montgomery theo- 
rem 6.6. 
(b): By P ro osi ion 2.10 there is an automorphism f of T,,,, n given by p ‘t’ 
Xl + Xl + trX,, 
x, -+ x,, 
We claim that this automorphism is not induced by an automorphism of the 
polynomial ring F,. Indeed, assume the contrary. Then we have an identity 
of the form tr X, = P(X,, . . . , X,) for some polynomial P E F,,,. Since the 
left-hand side is multihomogeneous of degree (1, 0, . . . , O), the right-hand 
side must be equal to (YX, for some (Y E k, a contradiction. 
(c): We first consider the case m 2 3. Let r E k{u,, up} be a two-variable 
polynomial identity for the matrix algebra M,(k). For example, &i, u,) can 
be defined as S,,, Jul, u,u~,. . . , u;u,), where S,, I is the standard identity 
of degree n + 1. Now let u E Aut( F,,) be given by 
u2 -+ u2, 
Then u # id in Au6 F,,) but o’ = id in Aut(T,,, ,,), as desired. 
Now suppose m = 2. Let Zj c F2 be the ideal of polynomial identities of 
j X j matrices. Identifying F,,,/l,, with G,,,, ,, and FJI, with the commuta- 
tive polynomial ring k[ x1, x2], we see that the “abelianization” homomor- 
phism Aut(F,) + Aut(k[ 1cr, 3~~1) factors through Aut(G,, ,,I. The “abelianiza- 
tion” homomorphism is known to be an isomorphism in the two-variable case; 
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see [3]. Thus the map Aut(F,) + Aut(G,, .) is injective. By Corollary 2.9 the 
map Aut(F,) + Aut(T, .) is also injective. n 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3, which says that the homomor- 
phism Aut(T,,,, ,,> + At&Q,,,, .> in (10) is not surjective. 
Let t be the automorphism of [ M,(/c)]“’ (as an algebraic variety) given by 
t:(A, ,..., A,,,) + (A; ,..., AL,,). 
Here Ai is the transpose of the n X n matrix Ai. Note that for any 
g E PGL,, and any A = (A,, . . . , A,,) E CM,,)” we have t(gA) = 
(g-‘>“(tA). Here gA stands for the m-tuple (gAg_‘, . . . , gA,,g-‘1. By the 
universal property of the affine quotient Q,,_ = [M,(k)l”//PGL,, t de- 
scends to an automorphism t, : Q7,_ + Qm, ,~. It easily follows from the 
definition of the representation type that 7(t0(r))) = 7(p) for every p E 
Q 711, n * In other words, t E Aut(Qm, n ). We can now state and prove a more 
precise form of Theorem 1.3. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Assume that n > 3 and m 2 2. Then t,, is not induced 
by an autonwrphism of T,,,,,,. 
Proof. Assume the contrary: t, = f * for some f E Aut(T,, .>. Then by 
Proposition 2.8 we have 
‘j(f( ‘i>) = tO(cj( ‘i>) = ‘j( ‘it) = Cj( 'i> 
forevery i = l,..., m. Here cj( M) is the jth coefficient of the characteristic 
polynomial of M. In particular, f( Xi) has the same trace and determinant as 
Xi for every i = 1,. . . , m. Since n > 3, Corollary 6.2 says that this is only 
possible when f = id. 
Thus we only need to show that t, # id. Assume the contrary: t, = id, 
Then we must have 
tr(X1XeX;2Xt) = tr[X~X~(X~)“(Xi)“] = tr(X,2X,2X,XI). (11) 
We now substitute e,2 + ez3 for X, and ezl + ues2 for X, into (11). Here eij 
is the (i, j)th elementary matrix in M,,(k) and a is an element of k. The 
identity (11) then yields a = a2 for every a E k, a contradiction. n 
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REMARKS. 
(1) The last argument can be made more transparent if m > 3. Indeed, 
in this case t,, = id implies 
tr X, X, X,3 = tr X:X: Xi = tr X,X, X, 
Substituting the elementary matrices e,,, eZ3, and e,3 for X,, X,, and X, 
respectively, we obtain 0 = 1, a contradiction. 
(2) For n = 2, t,, is in f&t induced by an automorphism of the trace ring. 
Let Yi = tr X, - Xi for i = 1,. . . , m. Note that Xi = tr Y, - Y,. By Proposi- 
tion 2.10 there exists an automorphism f of T,,,,Z which takes Xi to Y,. I 
claim that t,, = f* . Indeed, it is enough to check 
trP(fX,,.. .,fx,,,) = trP(X:,..., X,:,) 
for every polynomial P E F,,,. This is a consequence of the identity Mt = 
g(tr A4 - hl)g-‘, where g = epl - e,2 and M is an arbitrary 2 X 2 matrix. 
The automorphism to = f* : Q ,,,, 2 + Q ,,,, 2 is clearly trivial when m = 1. 
(If m = 1 then t = id and thus t,, = id for any n.) By the Guralnick-Mont- 
gomery theorem 6.6 it is also trivial when rt1 = 2 and nontrivial for all other 
values of m. 
I would like to thank Nikolnus Vonessen j& helpful comments and 
suggestions. 
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